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Abstract

In the last two years, the French programs at UW-La Crosse 
and UW-Eau Claire responded to students’ needs by 
working together in order to diversify the French elective 
options in the region, thus making the study of French more 
accessible and attractive. With the help of the Collaborative 
Language Program (CLP) Dr. Virginie Cassidy (La Crosse) 
and Dr. Jessica Miller (Eau Claire) have developed unique 
complementary upper-division courses such as Social 
Justice and Science & Technology.
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Challenges

Reflection

Implementation

Fewer instructors = Fewer classes
Fewer classes = Fewer options

Fewer options = More challenges to 
complete programs

Challenge 1 Resources



Students not able to take French every 
semester give up as programs will be 

difficult to complete in 4 years.
Fewer students = Fewer instructors

Challenge 2 Students

How can we offer options that can
1) fit our students' schedules and
2) respond to new relevant trends

Reflection 1 Scheduling

How can we offer options that will pique 
our students’ interests?

Reflection 2 Topics

How can we make sure our students’ 
graduate with the proficiency level and 

content knowledge we target?

Reflection 3 Programs



How can we change internal and 
external perceptions and attitudes 

toward French programs?

Reflection 4 Advocacy

How can we use the Collaborative 
Language Program to serve our needs?

Reflection 5 CLP

We revisited our programs based on 
current staffing and student numbers. 

Implementation 1 Curricular update

We established a course rotation that is 
easy to manage and share across 

institutions and with students.

Implementation 2 Course rotation



We attended the CLP workshop in 
Madison to meet, share our needs, and 

update designated courses.

Implementation 3 CLP workshop

Spring 2018: UWEC sent FREN 401 
(Discussions on Contemporary Societal Issues) 

to UWLAX via iTV

Implementation 4 Teaching with CLP

Spring 2019: UWLAX will send FREN 337 
(Science and Technology) 

to UWEC via iTV

Implementation 4 Teaching with CLP

Spring 2019: UWEC will send FREN 430 
(Environmental and Linguistic Diversity) 

to UWLAX as an online course

Implementation 4 Teaching with CLP



Our programs have been updated: 
They are easier to plan, advertise, and 

manage.

Conclusion Benefits

Teaching French can be isolating
in small universities:

The CLP connects like-minded people.

Conclusion Benefits

Course evaluations are positive: 
Students enjoy the topics and better see 

the relevance of learning French.

Conclusion Benefits

More upper-division options:
Students are able to graduate faster 

without resorting to independent 
learning and directed studies.

Conclusion Benefits



Administrators love the CLP but do not 
always understand how it works: we 

show them under what conditions it can 
work, as well as the pitfalls.

Conclusion Benefits

The administrative 
work is complex.

Conclusion Obstacles

Pieter Brueghel the Elder, The Tower of Babel

The iTV technology is complex.

Conclusion Obstacles Conclusion Obstacles



Updating courses to new formats and 
adapting one’s teaching style is difficult.

Conclusion Obstacles

Teaching through CLP is often
seen as suspicious

or dismissed as ineffective.

Conclusion Obstacles

Students need time to adapt.

Conclusion Obstacles


